Virtual physical fitness has been a critical to our well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our racing event organizers and participants have told us that Virtual Races lack the real excitement of an in-person racing event.

Orbiter listened to our racing event organizers and participants and is excited to introduce Orbiter’s Revolutionary Safe Distance Interval Starts which puts the excitement back into the racing run event.

Orbiter's timing system brings back the excitement to road running on race day:

- Orbiter spreads the race start time over a period of an hour or more allowing runners to start, safely with interval timing, while keeping a safe distance from other runners.
- Easy to administer...allows the event organizer to keep its same event and participant model.
- Event sponsors have greater visibility = increased revenue for event.
- Orbiter’s “Localized” method with REST, rather than “Cloud Based” server timing assures the necessary control and accurate timing - yet provides all the bells and whistles for social networking.
- Use your own registration platform and results display.
- You are in control with a portable Touch Tablet.

Orbiter is so easy to use; anyone can time a race!
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Email us for a quote at orbiter.com or call 253-627-5588